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" 

PROBLEMS TEACHERS FACE 

(While teaching in mixed racial and ethnic caassrooms.) 

One of the first conflicts betl·;·eem. peoples is recorded 

in Gemesis ll, ve~ses six through niRe. 
11 And the L<:)rd came down to see the city a11d the tower, 

which the child ·en of mea builded. 

And the bord said, Behold, the people is oE.e, aad they 

have all oN.e language ; a:nd this ·t;hey begin to do : and no"/ 

nothing will be restrained from them, which they have 

imagined to do. 

uo to, let us go down, and t here con:foun~ their language, 

that they may not understand one another;s speech. 

So the Lord scattered them abroad from thence. upon the 

face o:f all the earth: and they left off to bui.ld the city. 

'l'herefor.e is the name of it called Babel; because the 

Lord did there confound the language of all the earth: and 

from tlaemce did the Lord scatter them abro~i upon the face 

of all the earth. tt 

God taught US' an important le5son: whe~ communication 

stops, progress is hal ted.. •roda.y as then, differences not 

understood and a lack of c09u.nication can cause a stopi:ng 

gf progress •. 

I:a today's wor~d of change, the classroom becomes the 

only true melting pot of our nation.. As more and more peoples 

are brought together, the need f -or teachers who are able to 

function in sue~ Situations, becomes greater and greater. 

There ca:m. be D.o hard and fast rules for the handling of 



situations since the number of possible problems and OCQ;.\lr

e:m.cem sur:t•ounding them is inf.intte; but it must be realized 

that the only way a teacher or any other person can cope 

with such ,problems is to understand them. 

The capable teacher of today or any other day, must 

understamd the problems which affect her and her pupils , 

know their roots, and in short , be able ·t;o understand the 

character of the problems she encounters. ~a~y of these 

problems are envolved with the differences that arise as a 

result of ethnic and racial backgrounds. But before t he 

problems cam be understood, the :t?erms used in explaining the 

problems and their solutions, must be under stood. 

First, examine the me~ning of the term 'ethnic group'. 

2 

"Almost anyone who uses the term would say that it is a group 

distinguishable from others by some combination of the 

!ellowing: physical sharacteristics, language, religion, 

eus:toms, institutions, or 'eul tural ·(irai ts.' This a.efini tion 

is, however, exactly wrong-end. tc. Its wron.gm.ess bas l. 

imp9rtatn consequences, not only for study of inter-group 

relatio:ro.s, but f ·or the relatione themselves. All etb:ro.ic group 

is not one because of the degree of measurable or observable 

difference from other groups; it is an ethnic group , on the 

contrary, because the people · in it mad the people out of it 

know it is one; because both the ins and the outs feel and 

act a.s if it were a separate group . This is possible only 

if there are ways of telliag who belongs to the group and 

who does not , and if a person learns early, deeply, and 

strongly to what group he belongs, it is usually irrevocable. 



If it is easy to resign from the group , it is not truly an 

ethnic group."ll 

uTo America have come persohs from every corner of the 

globe . The great melting-pot, as we have often considered 

ourselves, is indeed made up of a heterogeneous collection 

of the world's many cultures and types. But the melting

pot bas not really succeeded in melting everyone down to 

one common denominator. l~any such differences not only 

remain but are crucial in the life history of a l most all 

of us. 

3 

'Racial' distinctions are among the most difficult to 

deal with and to overcome because they are more easily seen . 

And racial differences in America are associated with differ-
,· 

encas in status and in access to many opportunities."2 
"Some of the difficulty wit h the term 'race ' arises from 

the fact that people do not; make the proper distinction 

between that which is biological and be.redi tary on the one 

hand, and that \vhich is learned and acquired, on the other. 

1'-!a.ny sociologiste feel that the v1ord 1 l'f4Ce' is toe vague 

and misleading, and ha.ve chosen to employ such terms as 

1Everett Cherrington tiughes and Helen MacGill Hughes, 
Where Peoples l''leet (Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press , 1952), 
.p. 156. . -

0 
c.J.ea.n D. urambs and L. Morris l'lcClure, Foundations .£.! 

1:~7~in_g (Chicago: Holt, Rinehart and \vinston, Inc., 1964), 
P·• • 



4 

'minorities', 'nationalities', ;ethnic groups', and the like.n?: 
;; 

nr:m. school, the impact of differences depemds primarily 

upon the teacher, does ·it :not'Z And teachers, like people, 

have been reaised in the American culture. We have research 

evidence that indicates that teachers, too, have feelings 

about the differences their students bring. to school. 

"Teachers need to understand these differences, to under

stand their own feelings about them, and to seek ways of 

helping young people learn to live wj_th and value such dif-

ferences. 

uAlthough ' currently considerable attentionis being given 

to ·I;; he idea of developing a true 1 culture ;tJluralism 1 which 

accords to a ll groups respect for their differences, the 

American social scene still demonstrated the melting-pot 

approach to differences: everyone is to try to be as much 

like everyone else am be can--at leas t in outward appearance 

and public behavior. Thus, the individual whose ethnic 

origin is apparent, because of his appearance or his name, 

is often unhappy. Such persons face discrimina:tio:n in many 

areas of American life~ 

nchildren. of .!foreign-born parents make up a:n important 

group in many of the major cities of America. Although all 

Americans except the American lndians are assumed to be 

originally i mmigrants, there are distinct differences depending, 

first, on how long ago this migrat i on occurred, and second, 

--·-----
3B~ewton Berry, Eace and ~thnic Relations (second 

edition; Boston: .Bought<J>n Mifflin Company,I958), P• 36. 



from the part of the globe the migration occurred. An 

Englishman, whether of early or rec ent residence , finds 

it r elatively easy to be absorbed into the American stream: 

his language is the same , he soon loses most of his accent , 

a.n.d his name is indistinguishable frat those of millions 

5 

of others . But if his country of origin is vhina , or Greece, 

or ~uerto Rico, then the differences become quite crucial. 

These countries have a distinctive and different cult~e . 

These cultures differ markedly from the American and Anglo

Saxon in many ~ays--food habits , religion, f amily patterns , 

language. Sometimes there are differences· in physical appear

ance . At one time, when America was new , it was very 

important that such differences be resloved in order to 

build a distinctive and strong America . Yet, as we examine 

our history , we ·find that much of our s trength derives from 

this very cultural diversity . In fact , there is no place 

in American life that has not been touched and enriched by 

cultures of many countires ."4 
With a basic difinition of terms and a realization that 

tbo:ough understanding is the only path to solutions , the 

next step is to examine closely some specific problems and 

solutions that have been or possibly could be used to bring 

about greater understanding , acceptance , and harmonious living . 

Omly a few but relatively basic problems will be considered . 

4Gra.mbs and JYtcClure, 212 · cit ., pp . 75-76. 



Pre judice is nan attitude with an emotional bias.'' 
5 

11Everyone of us, itl the process of socialization, acquires 

att:Ltudes , not only tovmrd the racial and. ethnic groups wit;h 

which we come imto contact, but toward all the elements of 

our enr;iron.ment . Usually, however, when we speak of 'race 

FTejudice', we are thinking, not of friendly attitudes but 

of unfriendly attitudes .H6 
oocial discrimination or prejudice may cause certain 

_groups to regard themselves as superior or inferior to 

other groups. How can a teacher eliminate the labeling ci: 

some groups with titles such 'dumb like all nigers', 'cheap 

like a Jew' , 1 lazy as an 1ndian' ., or even 's·tuck-up Yankee' ? 

First, consider the expert 's reports on the differences 

in IQ' s of differen·t ethnic groups. nThe results of the 

intelligence tests , so flattering to some ethnic groups and 

so dispar·aging to others, have not gone unchallenged . For 

example, it is pointed out that .not all the groups tested 

have the same facility with the language of the tests . 

Some peo_ple are bilingual; and \•J1l.i le the abil:i..ty to spe ak 

two language s equally well is certainly a valuable accom

-~~ishment , it is definitely a hamdicap when one is taking 

an intelligence test . ,97 

-------

6 

5.Louis Wirth , "Race and Public J::'olicy, n ~he ~ieglliic 
~onthlY.p VoW.. 58 ( 19Li-4 ) , p. 303 . 

6Berry, ~cit., P• 370. 

P• 35. 
7 Otto Kline berg , Characteristics of the American l"legro. 



? 

Many Negroes of America speak English poorly. Some 

children could not give the opposite of certain words because 

it was later found, they didm". t know the meaning of the word 

'opposite'~ nrn various other ways subtle and unsuspected 

differences in tb.e cultural background of tlaose tested 

affect the score3 made. Among some peoples speed is highly 

valued and time is regarded as a precious commodity; but 

there are groups which place a negative value upon speed 

and are hardly time conscious at all. In short, cultural 

differences, values, and experiences have a definite effect 

upon the performance on a test. Furtbermore if groups are to 

beweompared it is essential that they be equally motivated 

and that they approach the test in the same frame of mind. 

Now competlition and rivalry are well established in our 

culture, and children. soon learn that it is highly desirable 

that they excell theri fellows. It is not so with all peoples."a 

Teachers must be aware of this in the classroom situation. 

No bard and fast rule can be stated, but she must analJze 

her students and try to le:rld. motivation in the needed directicm. 

to those lacking it. The following are some observations 

wbicb may be of hel; in understanding lQ and motivation. 

11 1. Races and racial· and ethnic groups possibly do differ 
in i:m.11ate a.bili ty. uroup differences do invariably 
appear in any measurable characteristic. 

2. It can hardly be den.ied that there are significant 
psychological differences between racial and ethnic groups .. 
The numerous life histories, the reports of the ethnologists, 
and the studies of ·~atiomal vharactert all point in 



that direction. Groups do have many of the character
istics with which they are popularly charged , such as 
aggressiveness, mediocrity, shiftlessness and so on. 
Stereotypes are not entirely without foundation. -

3. Differences, howeger, ·are a lways matt ers of degree, 
a.nd · not o:f kind. 

4. Differences are slight, and on the aver~ge. 

5. Overlappings far outweigh the differences. 

6 . Most of the differences are not innate , but are 
almost certainly the product of historica l and environ
mental factors."

9 
How can the public school successfully handle problems 

relating to religion in a cultura l ly mixed class? 

"The National Uouncil of the Churches of Christ co@piled 

figures i n 1963 which s·b.owed a total church membership in 

this country of more than 116 million.n10 One third of all 

church members were Roman uatholic and almost one half were 

Protestants. In addition were 2.7 million Eastern Orthodox 

and 5. 5 million Jewish, as \tJell as an undet ermined number 

of non-vhristian denominations. 11 nThere are many moments 

8 

in public s chool life when religious questions are raised. 

What about Christman programs·, Shall a team pray for victory? 

Can a biology t eacher t each evolution to a fundamentalist~ 

How are the beliefs of Christian Scientistt to be respected 

-------
9Berry, 2£• cit., P• 77 . 

10Grambs and r•1cClure , .2.£• cit., p. 75. 

11New York World 'J:elegram and 'l'he Sun , 2:~ TJQr,ld 
Almanac, 1963, p. 705. 



when a doctor talks t o a class about the germ basis of some 

illnesses?" 12 Th~se are questions that can only be answered 

by each teacher i n her own situation . Most generally, the 

administration will have a definite stand , and the teacher 

will be forced to abide by it , but otherlivise, she should 

consider each student and then arri~e at t he s olution best 

for her and her class . 

9 

Among the a s pect s of culture which f acilita te assimi l ation, 

none is t he equal ·of language . So i m:portant is language , 

both as the carrier of culture and as the tool fo r acquiring 

a culture , that; many sociologists regard statistic s on ·the 

mother tongue as the best index of a group's assimilation."13 
Healizing this , what effect is created when children of an 

ethnic or reeia l group that is characterized by an ' a ccent ' 

are mixed with others, and how can these problems be overcome? 

There are three areas of l anguage that will come into 

p l ay lJ:.er e: s peaking , understanding , and wri·ting abilities. 

Of these , the first two are c oncerned 0ith a third area 

whi ch is tha t of social contacts with peers . 

As was previously mentiohed in connection with IQ~ 

students of a bilingual backgr ound ar e often hindered on 

te s ts and are placed in ' slow gr oups; which may cause a 

decrease in motivation . 'l 1here is an example from IJ:ucson 

of how one school there fac ed and vvercame this problem . 

12Grambs and 1'1cClure , 1£.£ . cit • 

l 3Lowry Nelson , 11 Speaking of Tongues,n !~ricru1 
Journal o_f §oeiolo_g;r , Vol . 54 , No. 3 (november , T9'4SJ, p. 202ff. 

·.1 . 
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Children come to school from Bpanish language background 

and are thrown into an ~nglish learning situation. Because 

they cannot compete, they are placed in slow groups, where 

feelings of inferiority grow, and shame in culture and back

ground are likely to develope. Learning is prohibited! 

Bilingual teachers are hired for bilingual classrooms where 

opanish bridges . :the gap of understanding and communication. 

Spanish language faults are corrected, and .f:!;nglish list1ening 

posts are used to speed fluency and correct usage. Oral 

communication was high and confidence and pride was ernphasized. 1L~ 

Action such as thls may be the answer in some schools 

where bilingualism is a. problem. '.Cbe schools must be prepared 

to face such problems and handle them since the schools exist 

for the benefit of the students and not vice-versa. Once 

the communication barriers that hinder the student in the 

scholastic ar ea are crumbling, the social barriers will 

begin to fall. If the teacher can also help the students 

to be proud of their ability to speak two languages, group 

pride and self-confidence will be natural out-growths. 

For the teacher who is not afraid of challenge, not afraid 

to try to understand, not afraid to go out-of-·che-way to love, 

these and many other problems can be solved and she may 

find a very rew~rding place in the ethnically and racially 

mixed classroom. 

14L\1aria Urquides, and o·there. "Aqu{ Se Halba Espanol 
and English, Tucson's ~e.le of Two cultures, 11 National 
Educators Association J~urnal, LVI (February, 1967), pp. 62, 
8S, and 89. - --
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